
Saltaire Festival Poetry Competition 2020

Session 2 – Children & Young People

This session looks at narrative poems and limericks, two styles or types of poems you might want to

explore with a view to entering a poem into this year’s competition.

To recap about the 2020 theme, please go to  www.saltairefestival.co.uk where you can find full 

details.

Narrative poems

One of the oldest forms of poetry used in ancient times as a way of passing on important stories so 

they weren’t forgotten. For centuries, many people didn’t know how to read and write. Telling 

exciting stories, myths or legends that had rhythm, repetition and rhyme helped listeners to 

remember them and retell them to younger generations. Most narrative poems are about a particular 

moment in time.

Rhyming Narrative Poems

The Pied Piper of Hamlyn and The Night Before Christmas are examples of narrative poems from 

many years ago about particular moments in time. I’m sure you may know at least one of them. 

You can read the full poem to look at the patterns, and to find out how the poem tells a story – it is 

quite a long poem.

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45818/the-pied-piper-of-hamelin 

This is an extract from The Pied Piper (which I chose as many people have seen rats during the 

lockdown):

1 Into the street the Piper stept, A

2 Smiling first a little smile, B

3 As if he knew what magic slept A

4 In his quiet pipe the while; B

5 Then, like a musical adept, A

6 To blow the pipe his lips he wrinkled, C

7 And green and blue his sharp eyes twinkled, C
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8 Like a candle-flame where salt is sprinkled; C

9 And ere three shrill notes the pipe uttered, D

10 You heard as if an army muttered; D

11 And the muttering grew to a grumbling; C

12 And the grumbling grew to a mighty rumbling; C

13 And out of the houses the rats came tumbling. C

You can see how the lines follow a rhyming pattern here:

 First, third and fifth line rhyme

 Second and fourth rhyme

 Sixth, seventh and eight rhyme

 Nine and ten rhyme

 Eleven, twelve and thirteen rhyme.

If you have a look at The Night Before Christmas, you’ll see this follows a similar pattern with 

rhyme to tell a story. https://www.teachervision.com/twas-night-christmas-full-text

Notice how both poems use the senses to tell the story in the poem. 

 Use descriptions of sight, sound, taste, touch, smell and texture to help the reader/listener 

create an image of the place, person, feelings, objects, weather, movement. 

My effort from this morning starts like this:

I was walking through the bluebell vale,

The Aire tinkling and tumbling through my dale,

When a piping voice erupted overhead,

Breaking the silence and I thought it said, 

'A liitle bit of cheese and no bread.'

I might continue to decsribe how I'm expecting a strange creature, but it's really a wren

(very small bird, that actually lives low down in hedgerows) whose call is loud in the

quietness.
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Activity

You could tell a story about Green Aire, Airedale Valley, Saltaire, nature, lockdown, climate change,

well-being and more in 42 lines through a rhyming narrative poem.

 Take two minutes to write down lists of rhyming words/phrases you could use that link to 

what you want to write about (eg green/seen, Aire/where, pollution/revolution, car/far, 

lockdown/black frown, floods/woods, pandemic/medic)

 Decide how you want it to ryhme (eg ABABAB). There are many ways you can do this.

 Write a poem and read out loud. Does the rhyming work? If not, rewrite it.

 Read aloud again. Does it work now? Read it to someone else – do they think it works?

 Polish it till it gleams and you're happy with it.

But narrative poems don’t HAVE to rhyme – they can be in free verse.

Free Verse

Free verse is poetry doesn’t follow the usual rules of poetry. It doesn’t rhyme, doesn’t have an 

ABAB pattern. Instead it tends to follows the natural rhythm of how we speak and many of these 

types of poems sound like storytelling as much as poetry. 

It’s used a lot by poets today because it can be written in any way the poet wants ,without having to 

fit into a structure. It uses line breaks, punctuation, shorter or longer lines to support the meaning. 

Reading the poem aloud brings out the cadences and meaning, like here in this excerpt from Valerie 

Bloom’s ‘Keeping Wicket’.

(You can read the full poem here: https://clpe.org.uk/poetryline/poems/keeping-wicket)

When they were young,

She kept wicket for her brothers,

They batted,

Bowled,

Padded up

And ratcheted up the score.
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She crouched behind the stumps

Keeping wicket. 

Here’s an example of mine relating to the 2020 theme of Green Aire:

In March I left my friends

at the school gates.

In April I walked

for an hour each day

through Airedale’s streets,

canal paths, glens, moors,

green lanes, ginnels and snickets,

Discovering colour,

scents, textures,

signs of floods in trees.

In May I sat in patches

of sun

listening to silence

broken by birdsong,

bees droning,

skitterings in undergrowth,

wondering why I had

never head them before.

Although last year’s competition was based on textiles, time and technology and links with Saltaire,

the following poem, which won second prize in the under-18 category, is a good example of a 

narrative poem in free verse, and it illustrates some of the points we’ve covered.
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March refers to the start of the lockdown

Walking an hour refers to the exercise people could do

Airedale and places links to theme – and out on green 
lanes/paths

Using the senses to describe plants, places

January 2020 floods

May was very sunny and roads were very quiet, so there 
were times when it was silent outside apart from the 
sounds of nature

Usual sounds of traffic, people, phones etc have masked 
the sounds of nature
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The Unjust System Suhani Ahuja

A thread weaves the blanket of time,                                                 
A running stitch woven delicately,
The fabric ticks, tears and transforms
From little pieces to one thing whole

The journey starts with several ingredients,
At first a plant found in nature alone
A tender hand picks the soft cotton
Ripping it untimely from its pure soul

Away it travels far to a distant land,
Choking its fellow comrades on the way,
The thick fumes plummet from the truck
To waft in the toxic air with the factory ones

The main magic is performed here,
When the workers sweat from dusk till dawn
The buzzing machines hammer and nip
The colourful pieces blending into one

The worker’s tank tops plaster to them
As their eyes unwaveringly drift over the clock
The sight of the master looming over them
Desperation and distress filling the air

The products leave in front of their eyes
Feelings of longing have to be suppressed
If only they could keep their hard work
Free themselves from this poverty

Just few days later…
The fine cotton couture work
Is decorated across shop floors 
For overrated prices of hard work 

But then why do the industrious workers
Not emerge victorious in this battle
After all their toil, time and talent 
Has been put across in the project?

 What story does it tell?
 Note the stanzas, which describe parts of the story, like mini-chapters
 There is little punctuation; lines are meant to be read without stopping for a breath until the 

next stanza.
 Most senses are described - look how these are used to create images, movement

and pace
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Activity

 Choose your Green Aire subject and create a free verse draft

 Read through your draft poem to see if anything is missing, any links you want to add

 Now read it aloud. Does it flow? Does it need more/less punctuation, or shorter/longer 
sentences? Could it be broken into verses? If so, rewrite and read aloud again

 Lastly, go through the poem with an editor's eye. Do the chosen words give the right accent 
and cadence to the overall poem – in other words – does it flow when read aloud. If you’re 
not sure, ask someone else to read it aloud and comment.

Limericks

A short poem of five lines with an AABBA rhyme structure. Lines 1, 2 and 5 rhyme, and lines 3 and

4 rhyme. These are usually humorous as in the many created by Edward Lear – here’s an example 

of his, with mine alongside:

‘There was an Old Man with a beard There was nowhere to go out and play

Who said, "It is just as I feared! We were stuck in our house all day.

Two Owls and a Hen, We played lots of games

Four Larks and a Wren, Called each other names,

Have all built their nests in my beard!” ’ But I won them all – hurray!

Much shorter than the maximum of 42 lines, but the judges will be looking for the best poems – and

they may be short ones.

Poems entered for the competition don’t have to be serious – that’s why I’ve included limericks. 

You can still write about the Green Aire theme – and make someone smile! - and of course you can 

do this in any of the other poetry styles.

Activity

 Have fun creating limericks!
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Session Three is about blank verse and question and answer poems, you’ll find it on the website.

Remember, the closing date for the competition is 17 July and all details can be found at 

www.saltairefestival.co.uk

Happy writing!

Irene Lofthouse

May 2020
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